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1. Introduction 

Astronomical and ecological light pollutions have been known and studied for a long time,              

however, the concept of polarized light pollution was introduced to the scientific community             

less than a decade ago. Dark and shiny artificial surfaces (e.g. solar panels, asphalt roads,               

black agricultural plastic sheets) can reflect highly and horizontally polarized light which            

deceives water-seeking polarotactic aquatic or water-related insects. These insects land and           

oviposit on these polarizing surfaces, which causes maladaptive behaviour of the concerned            

species and can lead to the failure of their reproduction. In my Ph.D. thesis, I summerize                

certain forms of polarized light pollution based on relating publications. One way to reduce              

the ecological effects of polarized light pollution is to reduce the degree of polarization of               

light reflected from these surfaces by making them matte. I studied in field experiments,              

whether solar panels with matte anti-reflective coating are less polarized-light-polluting than           

shiny ones without such a coating. 

Closely related to polarized light pollution is the formation of ecological traps. During             

my Ph.D. work, I studied a dual ecological trap, where the effects of phototaxis and               

polarotaxis strengthened each other. In my thesis, I described a dual ecological trap formed at               

illuminated bridges affecting the behaviour of the night-swarming mayfly, Ephoron virgo.           

Before oviposition, during their compensatory flight, the mayfly females fly several km-s            

upstream the river, which flight is driven by the strongly and horizontally polarized light              

reflected from the water surface. At night, the high-intensity bridge-lamps attract these            

mayflies, where they get trapped swirling around the lamps. After tiring, they fall onto the               

asphalt road of the bridge, where the horizontally polarized light reflected from the asphalt              

deceives them by mimicking water and keeps them on the asphalt where they eventually              

oviposit. Since, hundreds of millions of of these protected mayflies and the egg-batches laid              

on the asphalt can perish during one swarming period, the damage of nature conservation is               

enormous. I described the course of mass swarming at a dual ecological trap and I proved in a                  

field experiment that horizontally polarized light attracted more Ephoron virgo mayflies than            

unpolarized one with equal intensity and colour (spectrum). Furthermore, I suggested a            

solution for reducing the effect of this dual ecological trap formed at lamp-lit bridges. 
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Many insect species use horizontal polarization to detect water bodies, while other            

animal species perceive the polarization of skylight to orient themselves. The latter animals             

recognise the pattern of direction of skylight polarization that refers to the location of the Sun,                

even when it is covered by clouds or fog. The Danish archaeologist, Thorkild Ramskou              

hypothesized in 1967 that Viking seafarers also used sky polarization during their navigation             

in the open ocean. They measured the polarization of skylight with birefringent or dichroic              

crystals (sunstones), based on which they located the Sun covered by clouds or fog.              

Archaeological findings suggest that Vikings used a sun-compass in sunshine to measure the             

geographical North. In cloudy weather, when the Sun was not visible, they located the Sun               

with the help of sunstones and the sun-compass could be used again. To do this, the degree of                  

polarization of skylight had to be high enough to detect intensity changes of the skylight               

transmitted through the sunstone crystals. This theory has been accepted and cited by many              

scientists for decades without knowing or measuring the accuracy of this method. In my              

thesis, I described the measurement of the error functions of each step of sky-polarimetric              

Viking navigation, that were performed in a laboratory or a planetarium in psychophysical             

experiments. Using the obtained error functions, by computing error propagation through the            

four steps, I determined the net North error in 1080 different weather situations for three               

sunstones (calcite, cordierite, tourmaline) and two important dates (spring equinox and           

summer solstice). Then, I analyzed the most and least favourable meteorological situations for             

sky-polarimetric Viking navigation. 

2. Materials and Methods 

In my Ph.D. thesis, I described the field experiments for studying the polarized light pollution               

of matte solar panels, which were performed in Szokolya (47° 52’ N, 19° 00’ E), Hungary                

and in the Hungarian Duna-Ipoly National Park at Dömörkapu (47°40’ N, 19°03’ E). We              

quantified the extent of polarized light pollution by counting the polarotactic aquatic insects             

attracted to different test surfaces and analyzing their typical behaviour. The studied            

polarotactic indicator species were horseflies, mayflies and non-biting midges (chironomids).          

I measured the polarization characteristics of the applied test surfaces with imaging            

polarimetry in the red (650 ± 40 nm = wavelength of maximal sensitivity ± half bandwidth of                 

the CCD detectors of the polarimeter), green (550 ± 40 nm) and blue (450 ± 40 nm) spectral                  
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ranges. As test surfaces, we used anti-reflective glass panes underlain with a matte black              

absorber produced by the Danish solar panel manufacturer, Sunarc Ltd. These surfaces were             

compared to shiny black ones without the matte coating. I analyzed the collected data with               

non-parametric Mann-Whitney U statistical test  to draw conclusions. 

We studied the mass swarming of Ephoron virgo mayflies at the Zoltán Tildy public              

bridge near Tahitótfalu (47° 75’ N, 19° 08’ E), Hungary. In my thesis, I described the course                 

of mass swarming at the bridge. The extent of mass swarming on the observation days was                

deduced from the recordings of the public camera placed on the bridge. To determine the sex                

ratio of mayflies perished on the bridge surface, I collected samples from randomly chosen              

places under the bridge lamps and then, I determined their sex in the laboratory with an                

optical microscope. I performed polarization measurements on and near the bridge with            

imaging polarimetry. I studied the polarization sensitivity of Ephoron virgo mayflies in a field              

experiment performed 110 m apart from the bridge, where the bridge illumination was not              

disturbing. We prepared special filters for the torches used in the experiment, with which we               

could produce totally horizontally polarized and unpolarized light of equal intensities and            

colour (spectrum). I took photos of the torch-attracted mayflies, the number of which was              

determined with the software AlgoNet, developed by Estrato Research and Development Ltd.            

To determine the significant difference between the number of mayflies attracted to            

horizontally polarized and unpolarized light, I used non-parametric Mann Whitney U test. 

I measured the error function of the first step of sky-polarimetric Viking navigation in              

a laboratory psychophysical experiment in the Environmental Optics Laboratory of the           

Department of Biological Physics at Eötvös University. The experimental setup was prepared            

by Sándor Hopp and Dr. András Barta. The measurements of the error functions of the third                

and fourth steps were performed in the planetarium of the Department of Astronomy of              

Eötvös University, where Prof. Kristóf Petrovay and Dóra Tarczai-Nehéz helped to use the             

planetarium. After knowing the error functions of each steps of sky-polarimetric Viking            

navigation, I determined the net North error in 1080 different weather situations for three              

sunstones (calcite, cordierite, tourmaline) and two important dates (spring equinox and           

summer solstice), by computing the error propagation through the four steps, for which I              

developed a computer software. As a result, I obtained a data matrix that gave the North error                 

for any solar elevation-cloudiness data pair with which the Vikings could have been             

confronted during their voyages along the 61o latitude. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Polarized Light Pollution of Matte Solar Panels 

 

(3.1.1.) I showed in a field experiment that significantly more polarotactic horseflies were             

attracted to the horizontal shiny black solar panel than to the matte black one for               

three different behaviour elements (touching, looping, landing). 

(3.1.2.) I showed in a second field experiment that significantly more mayflies were attracted              

to the horizontal matte black solar panel than to the shiny black one. 

(3.1.3.) I showed in a third field experiment that horizontal matte and shiny black solar panels                

were practically equally attractive to non-biting midges. 

(3.1.4.) By measuring the reflection-polarization characteristics of the used horizontal matte           

and shiny black solar panels, I explained that the studied mayflies preferred the matte              

black solar panel, because the polarization characteristics of panel-reflected light          

mimicked the smooth surface of calm waters which is typical for the natural habitat              

of these mayflies. 

(3.1.5.) With these experiments, I demonstrated that although anti-reflective coatings have           

energetical benefits in solar panel manufacturing, polarized light pollution is          

decreased only for certain insect species (e.g. certain horseflies), while it is rather             

increased for other species (e.g. certain mayflies). 

 

3.2. Dual light-trap of the night-swarming mayfly, Ephoron virgo at 

       lamp-lit bridges 

 

(3.2.1.) I described the course of mass-swarming of Ephoron virgo at the observed             

illuminated bridge above the river Danube. 
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(3.2.2.) I proved in a field experiment that Ephoron virgo has positive polarotaxis, and              

horizontally polarized light attracts 5-10 times more mayflies than unpolarized one           

of equal intensity and colour (spectrum). 

(3.2.3.) I explained the functioning of the dual ecological trap formed at illuminated bridges              

by measuring the polarization characteristics of the asphalt road of the bridge and its              

vicinity with imaging polarimetry. 

(3.2.4.) I suggested an optical method with which Ephoron virgo mayflies could be kept              

above the river and prevented from being destroyed by the light-trap at the bridge              

lamps. 

 

3.3. Accuracy of sky-polarimetric Viking navigation 

 

(3.3.1.) I measured the error function of the first step of sky-polarimetric Viking navigation in               

a laboratory psychophysical experiment for dichroic cordierite and tourmaline, as          

well as for four different birefringent calcite sunstone crystals. 

(3.3.2.) I measured the error function of the third step of sky-polarimetric Viking navigation              

in a psychophysical experiment performed in a planetarium. 

(3.3.3.) I measured the error function of the fourth step of sky-polarimetric Viking navigation              

in a psychophysical experiment performed in a planetarium. 

(3.3.4.) Using the measured error functions of the four steps of sky-polarimetric Viking             

navigation (the errors of the second step were measured by Alexandra Farkas, in             

which experiment I also was involved), I computed the error propagation with a             

self-developed software and determined the net North error in 1080 different           

weather situations for three sunstones (calcite, cordierite, tourmaline) and two          

important dates (spring equinox and summer solstice). 

(3.3.5.) I created a data matrix containing the North error for any solar elevation-cloudiness              

data pair with which Vikings could have been confronted along the 61o latitude, and              
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I analyzed the meteorological situations being the most and least favourable for            

sky-polarimetric Viking navigation. 
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